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heavy and dark, moving sluggishly in a direction almost parallel to the bottom of the muffle (say 800°), the temperature is too low. These correct observations have been repeated by Mitchell, Percy and most other writers since Vauquelin. Litharge scales form on the cupel if the temperature is too low.
The lowest temperature at which litharge is absorbed by a cupel, according to Fulton1 and the author,2 is about 840°. This is accordingly the minimum temperature for the cupel. The air above the cupel may be cooler. Good soft lead uncovers when the air in the muffle is at a temperature of 675° only, according to the author's measurements, but the temperature of the lead bath itself must be above 840°, or, according to Fulton, may vary from 797° to 862°. As soon as the lead uncovers and has begun to oxidise rapidly, its temperature rises, and the temperature of the muffle may be allowed to fall, until it is only 770° (Fulton), but it should be raised again at the finish of cupellation. Fulton observed that silver cupellation finishing as much as 77° below the melting point of silver yielded pure silver beads, but recommends a minimum temperature of 910°, corresponding to a temperature for the walls and floor of the muffle of somewhat above 850°, a cherry-red heat. When antimony, iron, etc., are present, the temperature must be much higher, and time is saved in all cases by using a higher temperature at first, but the losses are then greater. The muffle should be at a full red heat, the cupel dull red, and the melted lead much more luminous than the cupel; the fumes should rise slowly to the crown of the muffle. Many assayers prefer to finish the cupellation at a temperature low enough to enable crystals of litharge to form in a ring round the cupel—that is, at about 800°—but it is doubtful whether there is any advantage in this. The temperature must be rapidly reduced at the finish by bringing the cupel towards the front of the muffle, and even then the feathers are not readily formed unless the cupel is almost saturated with litharge. It is probably better that the litharge should be completely absorbed.
If the assays are long in uncovering they may sometimes be started by dropping on them a little charcoal powder wrapped in tissue paper, or, still better, by placing a piece of charcoal near them. If one freezes before completion it is restarted in the same way, or fresh lead is added or the temperature is raised, but the results are not good. Spirting or " spitting " of the lead may occur, due to the use of raw cupels, or of cupels which have been made with too much pressure, or to the presence of sulphur, arsenic, etc., in the lead.
The bead thus obtained should be well rounded and bright, loosely adherent to the cupel and slightly crystalline although malleable. If it contains lead it is more globular and brittle and its surface is very brilliant, while it does not adhere at all to the bone-ash. If copper is present in large quantities, the bead adheres firmly to the cupel, and in extreme cases its surface is blackened. Ehodium and indium occasion black patches at the bottom of the bead; platinum makes the surface of the bead crystalline and rugose if it is present in sufficient quantity to prevent flashing.3 If the bead cracks on being flattened Van Eiemsdijk recommends a second cupellation with some more lead and 10 per cent, of cupric chloride. In this way the metals with volatile chlorides are eliminated.
1  Fulton, Western Chemist and Metallurgist, 1908, 4, 47.
2  T. K. Rose, Trans. Inst. Mng. and Met., 1909, 18, 463.
8 For the effect of small quantities of the platinum metals on, the microscopic structure of the bead, see C. O. Bannister and G. Patchin, Trans. Inst. Mng. and Met., 1914, 23,163.

